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Winter Issues 09/10

- Budget
- Revenue Shortfalls
- Manpower Shortages
- Equipment Shortages
- MDSS
  - Forecasts
  - Recommendations
  - AVL
- Salt
- Routes
- Number of Reports
- Level of Service
Future

- MDSS
  - Tech Panel
  - Help/Comments
  - AVL

- Routes
  - Ft Wayne
  - Research
  - MIS
Future

- Performance Standards Research
- Snow Fence
- Clear Roads
- Aurora
Highway Maintenance
Snow and Ice Staff

- Dennis Belter – Maintenance Admin Manager
  - 317-232-5424 (O)
  - 317-753-6620 (C)

- Kirk Carpenter – S&I Supervisor
  - 317-234-5048 (O)
  - 317-650-5767 (C)

- Bill Cornett – S&I Coordinator
  - 317-232-5506 (O)
  - 317-690-6029 (C)